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The best-kept secret in the realm of networking is, undoubtedly, the OSI model. It is the most common way to model a
networking environment. It is a logical method to separate network architecture into a set of layers that work like an onion to
reach and inform devices that work on a computer. It is a standard networking model that can be found in the majority of
networking related technologies and it’s our mission to illustrate to you why it is the best way to model a networking
environment. The Internet and the World Wide Web can be thought of as our “Application Layer” in this model. The Internet is
a collection of diverse and dissimilar devices, all of which must work together to effectively communicate. It is a
conglomeration of devices that include supercomputers, sensors, smart phones, Ethernet hubs, wireless routers, phones and even
wired devices such as PCs and laptops. What do these devices all have in common? They all communicate by exchanging data.
In addition, they all do so by “talking” to one another via the OSI model. What is the OSI Model The OSI model is a graphical
representation of the flow of data across a network. It’s laid out in the form of a stack that begins with the physical layer (the
bottom) and progresses to the application layer (the top). It is the foundation upon which all networks are built. At each layer,
the data flows and is processed by software and hardware that reside in each device or node. All traffic is exchanged and data is
either sent or received. From a structural standpoint, it has nothing to do with the Internet Protocol (IP). IP refers to a specific
transport protocol that is used to send data between devices on a computer network. Five Layer Model Figure 1. The 5 layer OSI
Model Figure 2. The Physical Layer of the OSI Model The Physical Layer consists of the physical media or the wires that
connect nodes together. This layer is like a physical foundation and it is the same for both wired and wireless networks. The
media or the wires we are referring to are the physical layer is the Physical layer. The OSI Physical Layer consists of a set of
standards and protocols that work in tandem to provide reliable, fast and secure data transfer across the network. Physical
network devices operate at the Physical layer. The Physical Layer Standards The network communication technology and
protocol standards used on the Physical layer are the OSI Physical Layer standards.
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KEYMACRO is a useful utility that can be used to save time in working with your computer. By using this program, you will be
able to perform various tasks without having to open other software. KEYMACRO is designed to perform almost every task
that you can think of. Features: - Support for opening, saving and changing of any type of file - Basic customization and
keymapping - Easy and fast registration and de-registration - Autosave function - Translations for English, French, German,
Spanish and Portuguese - User friendly interface - Supports multiple computers - Keymapping for non-standard key - Saving
images and annotations What's new in this version: - New keymapping function for the non-standard key - Saving images and
annotations System Requirements: - Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 - Java 1.6 or later Mr. Clean Express is a light and
easy-to-use system cleaner that can quickly and effectively clean off all the junk files on your computer. Thanks to the intuitive
layout, you won’t need to undergo several clicks just to remove files that might potentially harm your system. What’s more, the
utility can be used on Windows 2000, XP and Vista systems and makes use of Java Runtime Environment 6 (JRE 6). So, what
are you waiting for? Mr. Clean Express is available for free. Key features: - Automatically deletes all files that can slow down
your PC - Permanently deletes registry entries and junk files - Automatically removes old, unwanted and unused components Easy and fast configuration - Available in multiple languages - Supports 32-bit and 64-bit OSs - Can be used on Windows 2000,
XP, and Vista - Easy-to-use and user-friendly interface - No software installation required System Requirements: - Windows
2000, XP, and Vista - Java Runtime Environment 6 (JRE 6) Godo Professional is a professional data recovery software. It can
help users to recover deleted files and folders and recover deleted data from various storage media. You can restore lost folders,
files and data from any formatted drives like hard disks, pen drives, memory cards and more. Besides, it can also fix partition
tables and re-format USB or external drives. It is compatible with most popular file formats and can automatically identify and
restore the 1d6a3396d6
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Have you ever thought about checking the version of Adobe Flash Player that your browser and/or the Web browsers installed
on your computer? If not, then you probably need to do it. The reason is quite simple - it is easier to locate and remove a
security threat than to try to deal with it later. With the help of Malware Eraser, you can easily determine the version of the
program that is installed on your system and at the same time uninstall it. In our testing, Malware Eraser managed to find the
version number, the so-called Flash Player installation directory and the program itself even when the trojan was not running.
Furthermore, the software can uninstall Flash Player from your system if it is not working correctly, and unblock the player if
the security manager complains about the blocked file. All these facts are not only helpful for removing trojans or adware, but
they can also help you to determine the reason behind your problem and thus to save your time in troubleshooting. Main
features: Detects any active or the latest version of the Flash Player installed on your computer. Does not need any installation, it
is a standalone software that doesn’t use any additional resources from the system. Uninstalls or unblocks the player if it is
blocked by a third-party anti-virus. Downloads the latest version of the player if it is not installed. Security Fix: If you think that
you are infected with the most common malware called “StealthGen,” then you are right. It is a very strong threat which can
severely damage your computer and especially block the security functionality of Windows operating system. To remove the
malicious software, you will need a genuine and advanced anti-malware tool called Malware Eraser. Unique Features: - Protects
your computer from all the known malicious and spyware infections. - Uninstalls any kind of software with just a few clicks. Displays any third-party programs that are running in the background. - Shows the content of the files. - Removes the duplicate
files. - Protects the registry from any malicious changes. - Saves the logs. - Displays the files that were deleted and removed. Displays the version of Windows. - Uninstalls the software or blocks it if it is blocking any malicious file. - Uninstalls the
program or removes the related files if the application is infected with tro

What's New in the?
Malware Eraser is a lightweight software application built specifically for helping you scan your computer for viruses, Trojans,
worms, or other type of malicious threats that may have infiltrated and affected your system security. It is important to mention
that the tool doesn’t offer support for a real-time monitoring protection, which could help you automatically detect and block
malware before being able to infect your system. The utility doesn’t work a substitute for a fully-featured antivirus, but it can be
actually used as an assistant for helping you remove infected files from your computer. Intuitive layout Malware Eraser sports a
clean and simple layout that allows you to carry out the scanning operations with minimal effort. There are also several
configuration settings embedded in the utility that can be tweaked with just a few clicks. Built-in scanning modes The program
offers support for a full scan mode, which enables you to scan each file from your computer for possible threats, and a custom
one, which empowers you to search for virus infiltrations only in the user-defined directory. Additionally, you may include
subdirectories in the scanning process, scan only files that are smaller than 10 MB, as well as save the report when the scanning
operation is finished. During our testing we have noticed that Malware Eraser needs extra time in order to finish the scanning
process but this pretty much depends on the size of your disk. It is quite friendly with system resources, so the overall
performance of the computer is not hampered. What’s more, you can start or stop the operation and delete the selected items. At
the end of the task, you can view information about the number of scanned files and detected threats. Bottom line As a
conclusion, Malware Eraser seems to be the right choice in case you are looking for a simple-to-use yet efficient application that
comes packed with basic functions for helping you identify and delete malware. ]]> 22 Jan 2010 09:04:48 GMTSoftware
Softpanorama.com article text has been added to Softpanorama.org database. Malware Eraser is a lightweight software
application built specifically for helping you scan your computer for viruses, Trojans, worms, or other type of malicious threats
that may have infiltrated and affected your system security. It is important to mention that the tool doesn’t offer support for a
real-time monitoring protection, which could help you automatically detect and block malware before being able to infect your
system. The utility doesn’t work a substitute for a fully-featured antiv
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 CPU: Intel Core i3, Core i5, or Core i7 RAM: 4 GB GPU: 1024 MB
DirectX 11 with Shader Model 5.0 HDD: 4 GB Recommended: CPU: Intel Core i5, Core i7 GPU: AMD Radeon HD 6850, HD
6870, or Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 HDD:
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